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¶ a booklet
¶ a movement

¶ a game of chance



 

 

 

dérive |diˈrīv| 
The term is literally translated into English as drift. 

� action [unplanned] through a landscape (usually urban) 
during which the aesthetic contours of the surrounding 
geography and architecture direct the traveller (subconsciously) 
such that a new and authentic experience is affected.  

Derived from Situationist theory and considered a critical tool 
in the development of psychogeography. Guy Debord writes 
(1956): “a mode of experimental behaviour linked to the 
conditions of urban society: a technique of rapid passage 
through varied ambiances.” 

The increasingly predictable and monotonous experience of day 
to day life necessitates the need for the dérive in the face of the 
effect of advanced capitalism. The dérive grants a rare instance 
of pure chance, an opportunity for an utterly new and authentic 
experience of the different atmospheres and feelings generated 
by the urban landscape.  
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In “a sudden stroll”, Frantz Kafka describes the 
departure from routine and methodical travel as creating a 
feeling where,  
 

[through] this one decision you feel all your capacity for 
decisive action concentrated within you, [you] realize with 
greater insight than usual that you do after all have more 
strength than you need to bring about the quickest change 
with ease, that you have the capacity to weather it1.  
 

The dérive, outlined by Debord as essentially being for the 
purposes of “studying a terrain or to emotionally disorienting 
oneself”2 produced a similar sensation for me. The dérive felt 
like an exercise in autonomy. On continued reflection I 
concluded that the reason for this is that movement in cities is 
goal driven. The urban, industrial space caters to necessity. 
Primarily, its goal is to provide the infrastructure for capitalist 
practices to take place. It provides a product to satiate a desire. 
Abdou Maliq Simone 3observes that when one enters the 
‘business district’ and does not participate in a business 
transaction, when one does not need currency to consume a 
space, the result is a variation of the elation produced by 
rebellion.  

The central business district in Durban, as in many South 
African cities, is an area that is thought of as dangerous. Its 
social and economic structuring means that it’s a place where 
privilege is critiqued when it is forced to contrast itself with the 
very-evident squalor surrounding it. 

1 Kafka, Frantz. 1883-1924. ‘A Sudden Stroll’ in The Metamorphosis and other 
stories. Robertson, Richie (eds). 2009. New York: Oxford University Press. P8.   

2 Debord. Guy. 1958. Theory of the dérive. Knabb, Ken (translation). 2006. (online) 
http://www.bopsecrets.org/SI/2.derive.htm. p3 

3 Simone, AbdouMaliq. 2001. ‘On the Worlding of African Cities’ African Studies 
Review, Vol. 44, No. 2, Ways of Seeing: Beyond the New Nativism 15-41.  
 http://www.jstor.org/stable/525573 :African Studies Association. P3 



After being dropped off on West Street, the main street 
beside a cemetery that operates socially more as a landmark than 
a place where the dead are kept, I carried on straight. While 
there were routes to the left and right I did not take them. One of 
them in particular had very little foot-traffic. Instead, there were 
several taxies being washed by their drivers or conductors. This 
display of masculinity served as a reminder of the politics of my 
own femininity and to avoid even the possibility of 
confrontation, I carried on.  

In the midst of walking and being offered socks, perfumes 
and belts I turned left at a locksmith I recalled having been to 
with my mother and carried on along that street. In that instant, 
the relationship between chance and psychogeography was 
proven to be strengthened by memory4. After that turn, the 
stores were no longer nationwide franchises but smaller shops 
with names reflecting some aspects of their owner’s 
personalities, an example being “Naidoo’s kwikshop”. The 
public space became increasingly coloured with private 
characteristics. With the exception of a few chemists and a 
parking lot, all the shops appeared to offer the same things. 
There was an unsettling repetition of a bizarre combination of 
services: shops would offer cellphone repairs, hair extensions 
and ladies clothes all at once. After spending nearly an hour in 
dull wonderment over this phenomenon, I ‘resurfaced’ and 
turned back along the same route after reaching a Mercedes 
Benz dealership. 
  Throughout this whole dérive, I kept bumping into and 
being bumped into by people. I was constantly reminded that I 
was participating in the act of movement within space. Looked 
at collectively, the experience suggested there is a proliferation 
of contact. It can be said that cities are not lonely but that 

4 Debord. Guy. 1958. Theory of the dérive. Knabb, Ken (translation). 2006. (online) 
http://www.bopsecrets.org/SI/2.derive.htm. p3 



encounters lose meaning and interactions are disposable. Unless 
the experience is evident materially, it can erode and fade. When 
I deliberately avoided eye contact with people it seemed a 
bigger sign of how people cannot accept a challenge to their 
self-possession.  
 

Sinazo Chiya is an art history student, an aspiring cultural 
practitioner and a direct beneficiary of spell-check. 

 
 
 
 
We started out at a small fish and chips shop 
next to a pier, and decided to wander out onto the pier because 
we noticed a large load of fish being tossed into buckets. We 
were curious to find out a little more about what was going to 
happen to the fish, so we stayed there for a minute chatting to 
some of the workers. While we watched, a large camera crew 
and a few models walked past us and we decided to follow 
them. We followed them around most of Kalk Bay, and every 
time they stopped to take pictures next to a bright wall or in an 
empty street, we busied ourselves close by and pretended to be 
interested in anything but what they were doing.  

On this journey we explored cobbled side streets, and 
experienced painted buildings, colourful pavements and mosaic 
covered walls. We passed coffee shops, clothing and antique 
stores, all the while following the fashion shoot. It was quite 
strange because even though the shoot was in a public space and 
everyone could see them (and that space would be even more 
public and visible when the photographs were published) we 
followed them without being noticed. It was weird to think that 
such a simple act of ‘people watching’ was so easy. It made us 
reflect that other people might actually be watching us too at 
times without us even noticing.  

We followed the shoot until one of the side streets caught 
our attention. We had stumbled across a strange staircase that 
had been painted to look like piano keys. The keys lead us to a 



tiny aviary full of interesting birds, which was next to a place 
called ‘China Town’ - a small building filled with thousands of 
porcelain cups, saucers, figurines and more. It was an entirely 
different space from the world outside. It was busy and exciting 
in its own way. 
 

Lindsay Purdon is a Fine Art student studying photography at 
Rhodes University. She wants to travel the world. 

 
 
 
 
I began my journey from the hill that overlooks the City 
Of Saints, also known as our home Grahamstown. Letting go of 
all sense of direction and motivations I wandered aimlessly 
through the rough landscape, the terrain bumpy and the 
vegetation sparse. The newly built residences lacking in brick 
path short-cuts meant I needed to amble through foliage and 
over rocks in order to go to places I had never been before, 
despite having lived here for three years.  

The buildings seemed to get smaller the further I went, 
implying that over time the construction of buildings has gotten 
bigger in order to accommodate more people as the town has 
grown. Lower campus is more developed and lecture venues 
loomed over me. Campus was quiet and I felt small, lonely and 
insignificant between the vast buildings surrounding the library.  

I continued my journey towards town and left campus. I 
was met with many people on African Street. Mid-Saturday had 
the town jostling and the atmosphere outside the Rat and Parrot 
was lively, the air was filled with laughter. I struggled my way 
through the crowd outside the pub and walked further and 
further down the road. Things became quiet, the noises of 
people more distant the further I went. Beggars loitered in the 
streets along with car guards and a boney stray dog ran across 
the road - thankfully void of vehicles.  

I rounded the corner into what felt like a new place 
entirely. Buildings were small, desolate and run down. Graffiti 



covered the walls and a sense of doom and gloom filled the air. 
Cars become more and more sparse the further I walked. I began 
to feel a little unsafe as the people around me glared as if I were 
an alien to their territory. The architecture was less pristine and 
slowly the buildings became more artistic and unique. At the 
sight of a gorgeous wall - brick with casually painted white 
paint - I turned down a road where I saw a couch sitting outside 
with grass growing up its sides and springs jutting through the 
bright red fabric. A donkey cart rode past, the rhythmic tapping 
of hooves hitting the tar road was the only sound in the very 
desolate area. Rubbish was littered all around and the smell in 
the air was not pleasant. The source of the smell was a sewerage 
pipe filled with graffiti and street art, giving beauty to an 
otherwise ugly place. I wandered along the length of this pipe 
until a homeless man informed me that I was trespassing on his 
property.  
 
Stace Scallan is a digital art student originally from Zimbabwe who 

has a passion for installation and performance based artwork. 
 
 
 
While the dawn of the new horizon begins, I find myself 
observing out but in the veld result of human ambition. It’s 
easily defined and understood by the money drive but if one 
could take the time to sponge the intensity of the human mind; 
lead the door open thus discover a post, past, present tense 
narrative of culture found defining one another to meet on the 
same ground rushing around for the money power.  

Eye am walking through the footsteps of a natural human 
touch, resulting to the culture-zation sort of vegetation growth 
of stores and buildings. Listening to the bird sing featuring the 
gaaatjies 1 “wyyyynberg” to gather the heard letting their 
journeys begin. This is through the wind; the kinetic result of 

1 People employed to attract passangers onto taxis. It is a colloquial word that falls 
within the street jargon of the city of Cape Town.



cars passing carrying the under toned invisible mode of 
ambition, the power, the founder for the city to sing.  

Through their eyes they are defined; the access to the 
mkrugers 2 mind. The ones that have become farmers protecting 
the streets unwelcoming greeting; being followers to carry the 
ambition of the ruthless tension, which once paid the attention, 
lures you into the prison of instant gratification. 

Now it has glided me to be sitting listening to a few enjoy 
a brew. Being in what seems to be a magical den escaping me 
from the harsh reality found with the homeless men across the 
road sleeping under a tree.  As I open the door to the roads floor 
I feel it brake the seal, removed the blanket and thus I enter the 
cities static.      

Found in this conversation, spoken by the truth and a lie, I 
am a grounded pigeon observing the clicking of the foreign 
capturing the rotten which the “post-world” has forgotten. I am 
walking on grass in a small park, a mark, dedicated to a memory 
of what must not be in the dark. A drive laid down by angst is 
the chisel stones placed by slaves to create a road. As we walk 
on them there’s a paradox cus in my sight is a man singing 
songs about “freedom and stopping the clocks”.    

This is the thing I am walking observing the result and the 
delusion of the dream; the city, apparently supports to sing. It 
leads the strong up to a kingdom found on the top floor of the 
vegetation, being a flowing in the light and the dark of the 
capitalist system. The path in which I can see described by the 
farmers and their offerings to me; some are broad, up on a 
board, invading my vision supporting a subliminal 
manipulation, the other; when walking, sitting and standing 
come and lure one in just by gazing and sussing. Then when 
they get you they won’t stop, they pursue, using their own well 
known strat lines 3 to mastermind the brew of an instant dime.              

2 Someone that is constantly trying to plot and devise a way to make money quickly or 
get something off someone else. This word falls within Cape Town’s colloquial 
language or street jargon, found in the city. 
3 A ‘strat line’ is a phrase used in advertising that depicts the brand image or 
consumer promise.



Greeting the dusk we hear the calls; the serenades towards 
the streets getting peeps through the vegetation’s doors. To 
allow them to take a pause from the day’s stress that harvesting 
the vegetation has in store. The end but the beginning of a new 
quest, the mission to impress dance and relieve the stress, for 
some, but as I observe the change of the sky it gives the farmers 
strength to get a piece of the pie. 

Byron Eksteen is an artist, poet and musician whose main focus is 
installation works, “In a world where creativity is my freedom I am 

borne.” 
 
 
 
In early April, I carried out a dérive. It took place in a busy 
area in the central business district of Harare. In this area it is 
not common place to see a Caucasian face and I felt that this 
influenced my dérive (not in a negative or positive way, but it is 
important to acknowledge the effect that this had). So instead of 
remaining just ‘another face’ I was very much noticeable and as 
such, this had an effect on my walking.  

I walked down a main street that had shops all along the 
sidewalk as well as hawkers selling their merchandise - 
everything from children’s clothing to tomatoes and bananas on 
the pavement. I walked at different speeds, absorbing everything 
around me and trying to use as many of my senses as possible. 
There were many people around me as it was nearly lunchtime 
and people were leaving their offices to get some food or just to 
get some fresh air. There was a sense of urgency within the 
majority of the crowd, especially when I walked on the 
pavement and found myself rushing through the streets at the 
same pace as these focused people, although I myself had 
nowhere in particular to go.  

When I moved closer to the edge of the pavements (nearer 
the shops where the hawkers were) there was a diminished sense 
of urgency and I noticed a number of people hanging around. 
Most of them seemed to be young men in their mid- to late- 
twenties, with what seemed to be nothing to do. It was 



interesting to note this juxtaposition of behaviours; of the 
pressed-for-time business men contrasted with the people 
loitering nearer shop entrances. I also noticed the difference in 
their behaviours. The pre-occupied people on the pavement took 
very little notice of me and few spoke any words, even to the 
people with whom they seemed to walking, whereas the people 
hanging around the shop entrances seemed much more relaxed. 
Many of them were draped over the burglar bars on the outside 
of shops talking very loudly to each other and then, when I 
walked past, they would try to engage me in conversation.  

It was very interesting to take part in such a dérive. 
Previously I had just walked through town with my head fixed 
straight ahead, trying to be as anonymous as possible and to get 
from A to B in as short a time as possible. Now that I was 
undertaking this dérive, I was much more aware of my 
surroundings and tended to pay attention to as many of my 
senses as possible. I noticed things that were very likely there 
before but which, because I was focused on getting to my 
destination, I had tended not to see. 
 

Lauren Robertson is a third year student at Rhodes University 
majoring in Art History, Art Studio Practice and Psychology. She 

has hopes of becoming a curator or child psychologist, and 
dreams of sailing to Indonesia on a pea green boat one day. 

 
 
 

“In fact nothing really new can be expected until the 
masses in action awaken to the conditions that are 
imposed on them in all domains of life, and to the 
practical means of changing them.” 1 
 

In the Society of the Spectacle Guy Debord writes about how the 
economy’s dominance over social life brought about a decay of 

1 Debord, G., 1955, ‘Introduction to a Critique of Urban Geography’, transl. K. 
Knabb, in H. Bauder and S. Engel-Di Mauro (eds.), Critical Geographies: A 
collection of Readings, Praxis Press, Kelowna. 



being into having, “human fulfilment was no longer equated 
with what one was, but with what one possessed”2. Society has 
since fallen under the totalitarian, egocentric spectacle, bringing 
a further shift from having into appearing. We live in a 
materialized consumer society, dominated by images that 
perpetuate archetypes of life that serve to justify and support the 
governing system.  

Our lives are governed by alarm clocks, time-tables, and 
deadlines. Our main concerns have become limited to self-
absorption, power and wealth. We are living in a rat race that 
doesn’t really exist, it rivals for an empty facade. Our weeks 
replicate and our minds have been bent into passivity. We have 
become immersed into to a simulate hyperreality, unquestioning 
and unmindful of the effects of our environment and 
surroundings, which can offer us awakening experiences and 
new perceptions of ourselves and our cultural environments. We 
have been shaped into believing that what we possess brings 
happiness; that wealth correlates with freedom from strife and 
that poverty means misery and destitution. Our lives and 
perceptions are comfortable, secure, and unwavering – we have 
become submissive to the spectacle, unacquainted with the 
totality of lived experience.  

I walk the same few paths everyday and if I’m on a 
schedule, I’m head down, arms-crossed and fast paced. I follow 
my course, persistent, fixed, self-seeking and barely thoughtful 
of my surroundings. I have been taught that I am better off than 
the homeless man that I often dodge on my way to lectures. I 
have been taught that private motors, elaborate shopping centres 
and expansive housing estates are all reflections of a content, 
secure society. I have been taught that streets strewn with litter, 
overpopulated slums and bustling informal markets are 
reflections of a society besieged by adversity and ill-fortune. I 
have been taught that happiness is calculated against education, 
wealth, appearance and not experience. 

2 Debord, G., 1958. ‘Theory of the Dérive’, transl. K. Knabb, Situationist 
International Anthology, Revised edn., BOPSecrets.org, viewed 26 March 2013, from 
http://www.bopsecrets.org/SI/newforms.htm. 



To dérive is to provoke the submissiveness of the spectacle 
by becoming aware of the possibilities of lived experience, 
which contrast with the present fragmentation of the ideological 
city spaces.  

 
To dérive was to notice the way in which certain areas, 
streets, or buildings resonate with states of mind, 
inclinations and desires, and to seek out reasons for 
movement other than those for which environment was 
designed. 3 
 

Guided by impulse and an acute awareness of different spaces – 
a dérive offers us an interpretive reading and understanding of 
our environment: the city. It is able to reveal the dogmatic 
untruth and in so doing, “rupture the spell of the ideology of our 
commoditised consumer society so that our repressed desire of a 
more authentic nature [can] come forward.” 4 

I took a dérive in the small tourist town of Knysna – 
directed exclusively by the feelings evoked by my surroundings. 
I set out with a friend in the morning, our course fuelled by our 
repulsion or attraction to the urban landscape. Our journey 
began in Knysna Mall – a sophisticated, chic shopping centre, 
which is alluring to the well-off tourist elite. Complete with 
overpriced chain stores and trendy cafés, Knysna Mall offered 
us with nothing more than the predictable exhibition of 
consumer culture: a population of jaded, egotistic, impolite 
people filtering in and out of stores.  

We quickly escaped the trite clutches of the mall, and 
entered the active central roads of town. Extensive queues of 
private cars filed through traffic lights – motors running, radios 
playing, horns hooting – causing us to deviate from the busy 
centre into the quiet suburban roads. Although free from the 
overpowering flurry of traffic, the quaint suburban lanes had 
little to offer us. Residential homes – carefully secluded and 

3 Plant, S. 1992, Psychogeography and the derive, viewed 29 March 2013, from 
http://www.geog.leeds.ac.uk/people/a.evans/psychogeog.html. 
 
4 Ibid.



concealed by running fences, walls, security systems, gates and 
flora – all remained secret to us. We were locked out, unable to 
penetrate into the lives and environment around us.  

Our journey took us back into the centre of town, drawn 
into areas with pedestrians on foot. For the first time, our 
presence was acknowledged, even more so, welcomed. We 
strolled into the back lanes of the taxi rank and food market, a 
sort of place we had never been and a sort of place we were 
discouraged from going to. We were met with good wishes and 
enthusiasm, “Hello Sister!” “How are you Sister?” “Where are 
you coming from?”. We were welcomed with goodwill and 
affection and without any demur we were offered amity. 

Our new companions bought us a taxi fare into the 
township just outside of Knysna and welcomed us into their 
homes. Small houses and shacks were scattered along the 
twisting dirt road, all open and welcoming. We were offered 
food, drink and hospitality. The community was united and 
alive.  

Our dérive had come to an end – we were immersed in a 
new and real experience. The night sky slowly crept over and 
we were escorted back to our holiday residence in town: a now-
mind-numbing haven. 

 
Sarah Juckes is a befuddled Fine Art student who finds 

refuge in the qualms of Nietzsche. 
 
 
 
As I walk I begin to notice all that is my own: my breath, my 
footsteps, the feeling of the cool air on my skin, the smell of 
pollution that almost makes me sneeze. Then, slowly, I expand 
my observation and realise that I exist not only as an individual 
with an identity - I am part of a physical. The atoms that make 
up my body are the same as the air that fills my lungs and the 
pavement beneath my feet. There is a sense that I am connected 
to the space that I move through and perhaps neither could exist 
without the other. In some sense there is a nostalgia to this 



outlook and a feeling of something meaningful that could be 
completely meaningless.  

I am still alone, but only as a person for the city surrounds 
me and I am part of a large company of sights and sounds in a 
world of the inanimate. Here and there life reveals itself, 
animating that which seems to lie dormant: a birds nest, the hum 
of an electrical box, the creaking of a metal roof. It becomes 
apparent that I am no longer alone and become more intertwined 
in the city.  

People are walking in the distance, moving about the city 
without hesitation or thought. They still seem distant so I can 
observe the little details of how they interact with the space.  
For some this is clearly a daily routine, others seem somewhat 
unfamiliar with their surroundings and pay more attention. All 
of them notice the looming grey clouds above - this creates a 
subtle bond between the occupants of the city as this will affect 
all who reside here.  

As I continue to walk a contradiction becomes apparent 
between the two cities that prevail: that of the individual city 
and the socially intertwined city. There is a strange realisation of 
this social city as I cross paths with the first person and make 
eye contact, observing that my own space is changing as more 
and more people cross my path. These individuals start to make 
up the city space, not just the buildings and streets, but the 
voices of a collective; the movement through a space and a 
sense that there is something bigger at work. My observations 
become more sociological and philosophical at this point. I am 
wondering through a space and wondering through my mind.  

At this point I am able to start identifying questions about 
art in space - questioning the very term space. Does space have 
to be physical or is it a complete construct? Here I question and 
wish to elaborate upon a simple wander through a city space, 
where a different outlook can provide great insight. My 
realisations prove that the city’s name and geography become 
seemingly irrelevant since it is the many other aspects in a space 
that make it a city.  
 
Matt Hazell is an artist with nomadic tendencies in mind and body.



I was taking my friend to the Grahamstown Police 
Station to get an affidavit. The two of us had never been to the 
police station before. We checked Google maps for the station’s 
location and since it was situated near Shoprite and we knew 
Beaufort Street, we decided we would walk to that area first. 

I asked my friend if she had her identification card before 
we set out. She had forgotten it. So we first took a detour to 
Somerset corner. We walked through the Pick n Pay parking lot 
towards the back gate and crossed the road on African Street 
near the exit.  Cars were turning into the gate here and made it 
easier to cross the street. 

Once we had fetched my friend’s identification card and 
had something to eat, we set off once more for the station. We 
elected to cut across the street diagonally towards Shoprite at an 
angle of forty-five degrees north-west, but the road network and 
buildings obstructed a direct path. So we walked north, up past 
the bridge and up the road through Somerset Street which did 
not turn out to be faster, but was easier to navigate as we could 
figure out how to get to the station once we got there. 

We decided once we reached the intersection that had 
Home on it that we would turn right into New Street and the 
route would be shorter, but we met a friend at that moment. We 
had a conversation with him about Graduation and found 
ourselves walking on in a straight line. When we parted 
company, we realized that we had already passed New Street 
and were walking further down, going north. So we turned left 
at High Street, crossed the road to the right to avoid the crowd 
by Checkers (I avoid crowds as a friend of mine had her phone 
pickpocketed in a busy street). As we walked, we contemplated 
entering the Jet store to look at the clothing, but decided against 
it as we were not sure when the police station would close on a 
Saturday. 

When we reached the traffic lights, I wanted to turn right 
and walk up Hill Street to Beaufort, but my friend refused and 
said we should keep on going up to Bathurst Street. So we 
reached and crossed the road up past the Observatory Museum 
into Beaufort Street where we turned left and walked into the 



Shoprite entrance, which was exactly to the left of the Police 
station. 
 

Ivy Chemutai Ng'ok is a painter who loves playing the guitar. 
 
 
 
I awoke in the early hours of the morning. I went 
through my morning routine and then set off to discover a new 
town - Stellenbosch.  I had some idea of the routes and paths 
from a few outings I had been on previously with my brother, 
but I left the flat with no directions. 

The town of Stellenbosch is an urban landscape with the 
back paths colonized by derelict spaces filled with grime and 
unassuming ladders protruding from the belly of the unforeseen 
city. These strange routes are, I discovered, for the people who 
work behind the scenes setting up the gorgeous gardens, 
university grounds and tourist attractions. These desolate areas 
fringing on the vibrant, upper-class areas of the town had a 
sense of emptiness to them.  

I found an old alley that had a ladder coming down from a 
hole in the ceiling leading into the hidden part of a glamorous 
shopping centre. At least five meters of the ladder was missing, 
making it impossible for people to use it. The ladder was left 
abandoned, perhaps part of a construction site that once held a 
purpose. Man-made cities are filled with these useless 
contraptions, which in their own way become part of the 
landscape, part of the city’s memories that are left behind.  

I wandered around the more exposed areas of the city, 
built up with beautiful gardens and artworks that appeared 
randomly around corners where many art galleries were 
situated. This urban space was very strategically designed with 
art pieces and attractive buildings to create a very positive 
impression of a ‘University Town’ that would attract tourists.  

As I continued my walking I noticed decay even within the 
‘attractive parts of the city’: a plastic bag floating down the 
street, the remains of take away containers and cigarette butts 



littering the pavements. This was a sign of life and gave some 
indication of the type of ordinary people who lived in the city. 
As much as it was designed to be perfect and sculpted, the 
people who inhabit this town had placed parts of themselves in 
this space, giving Stellenbosch its own unique personality. 

When evening came I found myself back on the right track 
towards the flat I was staying at. Nightclubs and lights shone 
brightly, the town transformed into a site of recreation, of 
enjoyment - a party island - and with that came the people who 
were out to drink and be merry. I witnessed a drug deal a few 
meters away from the place where I was staying. The students 
and young people who inhabit the town give it the impression of 
being a bustling party space.  

I had witnessed the alternative personas of this city. The 
elegant wine farm areas to which guests and foreigners flock for 
exquisite wines, cheese and the many art galleries. The active 
city with students either on their way to or from classes and/or 
the many different party locations around the town - some down 
dark alley ways which one would not have thought was a social 
scene. I noticed the city’s humble character, the workings of 
people behind the scenes in their enclosed urban deserts of 
manmade pipes, ladders, barbed wire fencing and narrow 
passages in order to keep this city running.  
 

Dun Lourenco is an artist and musician who believes ‘The 
Immortal’ by Jorge Luis Borges is a reality.  

 
 
 
The theory of the dérive is different to that of a stroll. It 
is “a technique of rapid passage through varied ambiences”.1  It 
is the act of wondering while observing one’s surroundings - a 
contradictory act. It is when one drops all other motives of 
action and focuses purely on the analysis of the 

1 Debord, G. 1958. Theory of the Derive. [online article] Available at: 
http://www.bopsecrets.org/SI/2.derive.html [Accessed on: 24-03-2013].



psychogeographical elements of one’s surroundings. Our 
experience of a dérive consisted of a group of friends on a road 
trip from Grahamstown to Cape Town. 

Whilst driving through Knysna the car in front of us, 
which we were in convoy with, took the wrong route and we 
ended up driving through a township. We found ourselves in 
front of the gates leading into a place called Judah Square. In the 
spirit of the dérive we decided to pursue the error. We dropped 
all our usual motives and initial objectives of the road trip and 
started to wander. We decided to let ourselves be “drawn by the 
attractions of the terrain and the encounters we found there.” 2  

We started by walking up the main road of the Rastafarian 
village and whilst walking we observed the beautiful makeshift 
housing that the locals had built for themselves. It was mostly a 
combination of wooden houses on stilts with steel roofs held 
down with bricks. The locals gathered together in several small 
groups scattered throughout the streets. The walls of buildings 
were covered with murals symbolic of their religion such as 
their late spiritual leader Haile Selassie, the lion of Judah, and a 
hand sign that resembles an upside down diamond. When we 
asked one of the locals what this symbol stood for, he explained 
to us that it represented equality between people and is symbolic 
of an upside down hierarchy. The Rastafarians seemed to use 
this hand gesture in greeting and it looked like a very important 
part of their culture in order to show respect.  

The Rastafarian people that scattered themselves 
throughout Judah Square created its atmosphere which was 
extremely vibrant and full of positive energy. After talking to a 
local named Ras Zebs about the location, he invited us into his 
home. Upon travelling a short distance through his garden, 
which was abundant in cannabis sativa plants and other 
vegetables, we reached his wooden cabin. He showed us inside 
where we saw an array of musical instruments. His walls were 
painted in colourful displays of red, green, and yellow and he 
had a simple bed in the corner of the room.  

2 Ibid.  



We walked back into the main street and ventured down 
an alleyway next to a garden abundant in plants occupied by an 
old man in his rocking chair that couldn’t welcome us enough to 
his village. We walked on and found ourselves at a nursery 
school - just two well-kept rooms - filled with colourful posters 
and toys in the corner. We found it interesting that the church, or 
the ‘house of Judah’ as it was explained in big colourful murals 
around the circular building, was located next to the nursery 
school because of the influence it must have on the children at 
such a young age in their religion. After more wandering 
through the lush green alleyways, we came to the top of the 
location where we could view the village in its entirety. It is the 
largest Rastafarian retreat in Southern Africa. 3 

This experience truly did give rise “to new objective 
conditions of behaviour that bring about the disappearance of a 
good number of old ones.” 4 For the rest of our trip the energy 
and experiences stayed with us.  

Caiti van Heerden and Anthony Charles Morton are artists in their 
3rd year of Fine Art studies at Rhodes University. Caiti’s passion in 

life is photography. Anthony is majoring in painting and enjoys a 
cold beer on a Friday afternoon. 

 
 
 

3 Knysna Living Local. 2009. Judah Square Rastafarian Community. [online article] 
Available at: http://www.knysnalivinglocal.co.za/judahsquare [Accessed on: 05-04-
2013].  
 
4 Debord, G. 1958. Theory of the Derive. [online article] Available at: 
http://www.bopsecrets.org/SI/2.derive.html [Accessed on: 24-03-2013].  
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